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Introduction
This was the third year of examining for the new GCSE Religious Studies specification. There
are two assessment objectives: AO1 requiring the candidates to “Describe, explain and
analyse, using knowledge and understanding.” AO2 requires candidates to “Use evidence
and reasoned argument to express and evaluate personal responses, informed insights, and
differing viewpoints.” AO1 is assessed using (a) and (c) type questions and AO2 is assessed
in (b) and (d) type questions. Both assessment objectives are weighted at fifty per cent of
the total and the same question weightings apply in each of the four compulsory sections of
the untiered paper.
This year’s examination demonstrated that many candidates understood the importance
of developing their simple reasons and this was reflected in (b), (c) and (d) question
responses.
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Question 1 (a)
All (a) questions ask for a definition of a keyword from the specification keywords glossary,
or for examples of the keyword.
A pleasing number of candidates understood that the Church is the community of Christians
and gave responses that scored 2 marks.

Examiner Comments

This candidate gave a concise and correct response based firmly
on the specification definition.

Examiner Tip

One way to ensure full marks in part (a) questions is
to know the glossary definition of the 12 keywords
required for each section of the specification.

Not all candidates were familiar with the glossary definition. This is often the case with
words that candidates assume they know, like Church, and they therefore give an incorrect
or inaccurate definition. A number of candidates gave a definition of the "church" as a
Christian place of worship and scored 1 mark.

Examiner Comments

This candidate gave a particularly
Christian view of the Church which
was also credited at 2 marks.
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Examiner Tip

Ensure all candidates are familiar
with the specification glossary
definitions.

Question 1 (b) (c) (d)
Question 1 was significantly less popular with the candidates than question 2.
In this year’s examination fewer candidates confused the key medical issues required by the
specification. Approximately half the candidates felt genetic engineering was a good idea
whilst the others chose to disagree most commonly using religious reasons to justify their
opinion.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this candidate gave a clear personal opinion by saying "Yes" and then gave two
developed reasons.
The first reason “It can save lives” was developed by “Christians should try to do as Jesus
did”. The second reason “Human right to life” is developed by “If genetic engineering does
this it must be good”.
The response to part (c) achieved level 4 – 8 marks. Personal opinion with one developed
and two simple reasons.
This candidate illustrates that candidates do not need to fill all the available space to score
maximum marks in a question and shows that quality is more important than quantity.
They achieved the marks by giving one developed and two simple reasons. The first reason
“It shows what people have to do to get into heaven” is developed by accurate examples
e.g. feed the hungry. The further two simple reasons are “It is from Jesus” and “It is from
the Bible which is the word of God”.
In part (d)(i) this candidate achieves 3 marks because they give a personal opinion
(indicated by saying "Yes") with 3 simple reasons.
The reasons were credited as follows:
(1) The Bible can’t link to all situations. (2) The Bible is open to interpretation. (3) It is a
rule from Jesus.
These reasons were all clearly views held by Christians and credited as Christian reasons
which therefore fulfilled the demands of the question to refer to Christianity.
In part (d)(ii) the candidate also achieves 3 marks again because they give 3 simple
reasons.
The reasons were credited as follows:
(1) It may contradict the 10 commandments. (2) Bible is the word of God. (3) Could be
used as an excuse.

Examiner Tip

This candidate understands the difference between a developed and a simple reason. The
candidate has not spent too much time outlining their personal opinion at length but has
moved quickly to the justification for their point of view.
This candidate was clearly was familiar with the Parable of the Sheep and the Goats and
was able to give succinct reasons to explain why this parable is important to Christians
rather than outlining the story of the Parable.

6
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This candidate provides us with an example of where candidates tended to have the
difficulties in attempting this question.
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Examiner Comments

This response to part (b) has been awarded 1 mark for a personal opinion with 1 simple
reason. The reason given was "It could be the difference between life and death."
There was no further credit as the remaining information is incorrect. This candidate clearly
did not fully understand what genetic engineering is or why it may have value for society.
The part (c) was given 0 marks this is because there are no reasons to explain why
Christians use the Parable of the Sheep and the Goats to make moral decisions. In both (d)
(i) and (d)(ii) this candidate was also given 0 marks. This was because there is no evidence
to suggest the candidate knows what Situation Ethics are. The reasons are vague and are
not ever shown to be specific to a discussion of Situation Ethics. In (d)(ii) the reasons do
not relate to Situation Ethics.

Examiner Tip

Due to the large numbers of candidates entering this examination the full
range of abilities are seen throughout the marking process. Unlike the
previous candidate this student spent a lot of time giving a personal opinion
and then generally failed to justify that opinion with creditworthy reasons.

8
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Question 2 (a)
Question 2(a) asked candidates "What are human rights?" This is a less familiar term
to many candidates than “Church” but most candidates who attempted this question
responded with the glossary definition.
The mark scheme for 2(a) indicates that, for full marks, candidates needed to convey the
idea that these were a set of rights (and/or freedoms) coupled with the idea that everyone
was entitled to these rights (rather than the notion that every human being has these
rights).

Examiner Comments

This response has the idea of a basic entitlement coupled with
the idea that they apply to everyone and therefore gained full
marks for this a question.

Examiner Tip

A brief but accurate definition can gain full marks and
there is often no requirement for further elaboration.

Where candidates were not familiar with the glossary definition they were frequently aware
of their entitlements because of the Human Rights Act.

Examiner Comments

One mark was awarded to this response as
it was a partially correct response. It gives
an example of a human right – the right to
freedom of speech. However, there is no sense
of universal entitlement in this response so it
could not be awarded 2 marks.

Examiner Tip

Candidates who cannot remember the
glossary definitions of keywords can
sometimes gain one mark if they include
an example of what they mean. This
will often gain them a mark even if the
definition does not.
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Question 2 (b) (c) (d)
Approximately two-thirds of the cohort attempted this question.
Some candidates continue to try to pick the parts from each of the two questions in the
section. In this case they have answered 1(b) followed by 2(c) and 2(d). Candidates will
only be awarded marks for one of the two questions (whichever scores most highly) so they
should be strongly discouraged from doing this.
This example also illustrates one of the better responses to 2(c).

10
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Examiner Comments

Although this candidate has chosen to answer question 2 this candidate has actually
responded to the 1(b) question on genetic engineering. Therefore they could not be
credited for their answer to 1(b) as they score more highly on their responses to
question 2. In part (c) this response achieves level 4 – 8 marks as they give four simple
explanations.
These were credited as follows: (1) They follow the rules of God through the Church. (2)
Jesus acts today through the Church. (3) The Church is more reliable than situation ethics.
(4) The Churches teachings modernise Gods’ rules so are more applicable today.
The religious contact is clear so the higher of the two possible level 4 marks were awarded.
In (d)(i) this response achieves 3 marks as a personal opinion with three simple reasons is
given.
The three reasons given are: (1) It doesn’t always lead to doing the most loving thing. (2)
The teaching of God is more reliable. (3) It doesn’t take into account the effects / risks
associated with a decision.
In (d)(ii) they also give three simple reasons and so are awarded 3 marks.
The three reasons given are: (1) More up to date than Church teaching. (2) We cannot
know the effects of Situation Ethics. (3) It is inside us, so it knows what is best for us.
Many candidates responded by giving ideas about why conscience was better than the
alternatives and this was credited as a relevant alternative approach.

Examiner Tip

This example illustrates a good way to structure a response to a part
(c) question by starting a new paragraph for each new reason.

12
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Many candidates gave strong developed reasons in support of being your "brother's keeper".
Almost all used a variety of religious teachings to support their opinion as this candidate
has.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this response was awarded 4 marks for a personal opinion with 2 developed
reasons. The two developed reasons given were:
(1) Follows Jesus’ teaching developed by to do the most loving thing. (2) The Parable of
the Sheep and the Goats developed by “where I should help others”.
This part (c) response was credited for having a personal opinion with one developed
and two simple reasons and so achieved level 4 – 8 marks.The reasons were credited as
follows:
(1) They explain the teachings of Jesus which is developed by “they discuss what is the
most Christian thing to do”. (2) You may not know what the most loving thing is. (3) The
people in church have been through the issues themselves developed by they use the
Bible to support their teaching.
In response to (d)(i) 3 marks were awarded for a personal opinion with three simple
reasons.
These reasons were:
(1) The conscience was given by God. (2) It can be supported by Bible teaching. (3) It is
always there. (This reason is developed by the idea that the Bible can be interpreted in
different ways but the candidate has already achieved full marks on this part question).
In (d)(ii) they also achieve 3 marks for giving three simple reasons.
These reasons were: (1) The Bible helps us to live as God intended.2. Situation ethics
is used because it is “love thy neighbour”. (3) They seek advice from the early Church
leaders from the beginning of Christianity.
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Question 3 (a)
The vast majority of candidates used the glossary definition of infertility or gave a valid
alternative wording.

Examiner Comments

This response was given 2 marks as an alternative wording of
"not being able to have children".

Examiner Comments

Unfortunately this candidate went off at a tangent and therefore
could not score any marks.

Question 3 (b) (c) (d)
This candidate scored 13 out of 20 for the following response. The response to part
(b) shows two developed reasons offered in support of their opinion. There were fewer
instances of candidates giving one reason to support their argument followed by "Other
people would disagree with me because..." which would not be credited as it is not the
candidate's personal opinion.

16
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Examiner Comments

This response to part (b) achieved 4 marks for a personal opinion with two developed
reasons.
The two developed reasons were:
(1) Excessive use developed by people aren’t aware of the problems. (2) Exponential
population growth developed by more people want the resources.
In part (c) this candidate gave one developed reason and was credited with 4 marks. The
developed reason given was - a person has been made by God how they are - which is
developed by the idea that if you were supposed to survive God would have provided the
means to do so.
One way for this candidate to reach a higher level would be to give further reasons to
explain why most Muslims do not agree with transplant surgery.
This response to part (d)(i) achieved 3 marks for a personal opinion with one fully
developed reason which was - religious people have the same rights as others. This was
developed by religion shouldn’t mean you are disadvantaged and was fully developed by
the example of driving a car.
In part (d)(ii) the candidate gave one developed reason and achieved 2 marks. The
developed reason was God created the world developed by driving cars causes pollution
and harms God’s world.

Examiner Tip

There were still some examples of candidates who gave both sides of the debate
even when (as in this case in part (c)) only one was required. Candidates should
make sure they only answer the question that has been asked.
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Many candidates drew a distinction between non-renewable resources on the one hand
which are likely to run out and renewable resources on the other hand which will not.
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Examiner Comments

In this answer to (b) the candidate gave a personal opinion with 2 developed reasons for
4 marks. The two developed reasons given were:
(1) We are using too much oil developed by “there are no regulations to stop drilling".
(2) Natural resources are finite developed by “our need for fuel is infinite”.
This response illustrates the point that development is about quality rather than quantity.
In part (c) four simple reasons were given for 8 marks.
These four reasons were:
(1) Removing things from the body interferes with God’s eloquent design. (2) They need
their organs for resurrection. (3) Playing God. (4) The idea that the teachings of the
Qur’an prohibit organ transplant.
In (d)(i) 2 marks were awarded for a personal opinion with 1 developed reason. The
developed reason was free will which was developed by the idea that God may punish
them later.
In (d)(ii) they again gave one developed reason for 2 marks. The reason given was the
Muslim belief in stewardship. This was developed by protecting the environment for the
next generation.

Examiner Tip

This candidate used a format for the part (c) question which made it
very clear when a second reason was being offered. There were many
examples of similar good practice throughout the responses seen.
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Question 4 (a)
The vast majority of candidates understood global warming to mean "the increase in the
temperature of the earth's atmosphere" which is the definition found in the key words
section of the specification.
Many candidates understood and wrote confidently about what global warming is and its
possible effects. Many candidates still link global warming with an increasingly large hole
in the ozone layer and many asserted that this hole was caused by increased production of
carbon dioxide.

Examiner Comments

In this case the answer “warming of the planet” scores the 2
marks. The reason given as the cause is inaccurate; however in
a part (a) question the correct definition was still credited.

Examiner Tip

Understanding about global warming could perhaps be
addressed by a common approach to the teaching of
this topic in both Science and Religious Studies.

Some candidates demonstrated an understanding of the probable causes of global warming
without explaining what it actually means.

Examiner Comments

This example does not include either the idea of a temperature increase or the
fact that it is the whole earth and focusses instead on air pollution and therefore
could not be awarded any marks.
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Question 4 (b) (c) (d)
The part (b) question caused some problems for those candidates who focussed on the
word "pollution" and who did not appreciate that the focus of the question was whether we
worry about it too much. By not addressing the question that was set they could not achieve
more marks.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this response is not answering the
question from the paper but rather a more general
question about pollution and so was awarded 0
marks. The responses must answer the question
that was set.
In answer to part (c) 4 marks were awarded for two
simple reasons which were - playing God and - God
intended babies to be born naturally.
In (d)(i) 2 marks were awarded for a personal
opinion with two simple reasons.
These reasons were:
(1) It would shorten waiting lists. (2) It would save
lives.
For (d)(ii) one simple reason was given for 1 mark.
The reason credited was - you need your organs for
paradise.

24
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Examiner Tip

Candidates need to read the question
carefully and respond to the question
set. There was some suggestion that
candidates saw a word like “pollution”
and wrote everything they could
remember about the problem of
pollution without actually answering
the question set.

This response illustrates two points of note from this question. In part (b) the candidate
chooses to answer in the opposite way to that suggested by the markscheme by saying
"No”, (they do not worry too much) followed by two reasons that suggest they should be
worrying more.
In part (c) the candidate did not respond to the fact that the question asked for Christian
reasons not to agree with infertility treatments and instead answered on Islam - this could
not be credited as it did not answer the question set.
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Examiner Comments

This response to part (b) achieved 3 marks for a personal opinion with one simple and one
developed reason. The simple reason given was - pollution is affecting the earth in a negative
way. They also said that - Christianity teaches stewardship which was developed by not
worrying about it or not trying to stop it goes against this teaching.
The part (c) question asked for Christian views. This candidate begins by talking about Muslim
views then goes on to using the non-specific “religions” this therefore cannot be credited as
Christian. So this response was awarded 0 marks.
For (d)(i) this candidate gives a personal opinion with two simple reasons for 2 marks.
The reasons credited were:
(1) You should choose where your organs go. (2) Islam believes it is trying to act as God.
The comment on affecting how Muslim they are afterwards was not credited.
As with (i), in (ii) the candidate gave a personal opinion with two simple reasons for 2 marks.
The reasons were credited as follows:
(1) It saves lives. (2) Love thy neighbour.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should practice alternative ways a question might be
asked to focus their attention on answering the question set.
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Question 5 (a)
Question 5(a) asked the candidates to define aggression.
As this is a word in common use, fewer candidates gave the glossary definition. However, in
order to achieve full marks their response needed the idea of anger/violence with the idea
that it was unprovoked.

Examiner Comments

This gained full marks as it covers the glossary definition and
has the ideas of both violence and unprovoked.

This answer scored 0 marks. It has no sense of either violence (anger) and no sense that it
is for no reason.

Examiner Comments

It is particularly important to make sure candidates are giving
accurate definitions of words in common usage.
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Question 5 (b) (c) (d)
Question 5(b) asked "Do you think some wars are worth fighting?" Many candidates took
the opportunity to demonstrate their understanding of 'Just War theory' to either agree or
disagree with the statement.
Part (c) asked candidates to "Explain how a religious organisation tries to work for world
peace”. The significant point here is that the question asks for how rather than why. The
reasons why religious groups work for world peace is not required by the specification. As a
result many candidates answered a different question and, although the religious teachings
employed were of value it could not be credited.
Part (d) asked candidates to consider the statement "There should never be conflict in a
religious family". Often candidates disagreed and went on to give valid reasons why there
could be sources of conflict in a religious family. The reasons offered to agree with the
statement were often weaker and showed little appreciation of religious teachings on family
life.
Many candidates found it difficult to name a religious organisation that works for world
peace. However, this was not required by the mark scheme so incorrect examples, as in this
case, could be ignored and credit was given for things a religious organisation could do to
work for world peace.
The most common example offered by candidates was the United Nations. They often then
went on to talk about sanctions and peace keeping forces which are outside the remit of any
religious organisation and could not be credited.
The part (d) question shows a further incorrect approach among candidates who claim to
be giving an alternative view in (d)(ii) but go on to offer reasons that further support their
stated opinion. This candidate gave reasons why there may be conflict in a religious family
in both (i) and (ii).
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Examiner Comments

This response to part (b) was awarded 2 marks for a personal opinion and one
developed reason. The reason was they should resolve their differences like adults,
which was developed by fight your own battles.
In part (c) this incorrect example, Greenpeace, was ignored and ways of working for
world peace were credited. This response achieved level 4 – 8 marks by stating four
ways.
These were:
(1) Protesting. (2) Advertising fliers. (3) Marches. (4) Letters to the government.
These are all methods used by religious organisations and therefore can be credited.
In (d)(i) 2 marks was awarded for a personal opinion and one developed reason. The
reason was the variety of beliefs in Christianity which was developed by means you
may have to “lay down the line” so they know what is right.
The response to (d)(ii) was awarded 0 marks because the candidate goes on to give
further reasons why there can be conflict in a religious family so is not presenting an
alternative view.

This response provides an example of the difficulties encountered when candidates tried to
apply the work of the United Nations to this question.

32
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) 2 marks were awarded for a personal opinion and two simple reasons.
The reasons credited were:
(1) Innocent lives will be lost. (2) “Do not kill”.
This response to part (c) was awarded 0 marks. It was not unusual for candidates
to cite the UN as a religious organisation working for world peace and this therefore
invalidates paragraph one because religious organisations cannot make peace treaties.
The second paragraph may indeed be true of religious organisations but it is aid work
rather than world peace so cannot be credited.
In (d)(i) this response scored 2 marks for a personal opinion and two simple reasons.
The reasons were credited as follows:
(1) Jesus said to forgive 7x70. (This provides the religious reason required of the
question). (2) If all have the same beliefs there is no source of conflict.
In (ii) again the candidate score 2 marks for two simple reasons.
The reasons were: (1) If one becomes an atheist. (2) Marrying a person of a different
religion.

Examiner Tip

The best answers discussed the work of organisations
like Pax Christi or the Quakers.
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Question 6 (a)
Question 6(a) asked the candidates: What is "reconciliation"?
The majority of candidates had very confused ideas of the meaning of reconciliation often
equating it with forgiving someone. In order to achieve full marks the definition had to
include the ideas that reconciliation is a two way process and the idea that the people or
groups concerned were formerly opposed to each other.

Examiner Comments

This was awarded 2 marks as it is a mark scheme definition

Examiner Comments

This was awarded 2 marks because it covers both the idea of
two groups being involved and the idea that they were formerly
opposed to each other.
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Question 6 (b) (c) (d)
The vast majority of candidates complied with the instruction in part (d) question to refer to
a religion other than Christianity. This candidate is an example of someone who did not and
therefore could not access the full range of marks.

36
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this candidate achieved 4 marks for a personal opinion with two developed
reasons.
The two developed reasons were:
(1) Jesus said forgive 77 times, which was developed by the idea that no matter what
someone does they should always be forgiven. (2) They may have made a mistake, which
was developed by they will change if you forgive them.
Part (c) was awarded level 3 = 6 marks for giving three reasons.
The reasons were credited as follows:
(1) God created people to respect and love one another. (2) You are harming someone
weaker than yourself and it is wrong to carry on abusing someone. (3) It harms Gods
creation.
In (d)(i) the candidate gave a personal opinion with 3 simple reasons for 3 marks.
The three reasons were:
(1) They want to protect their country. (2) A Just War is fought in a fair and right way. (3)
It is the last option; everything else has been tried.
In (d)(ii) this response scored 0 marks. This is because there is no specifically religious
reason from a religion other than Christianity so it cannot be awarded more than 3 marks
in total for part (d).

Examiner Tip

In what was otherwise a strong response this candidate
could not gain three marks because they did not give a
specifically religious reason. Candidates should practice
questions with this requirement so they realise they
need to look out for it.
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There was evidence of candidates inventing quotes from the Bible and the Qur'an and many
things were attributed erroneously to both Jesus and Muhammad.
Candidates should also know that it is perfectly permissible to use reasons from Christianity
in questions like these as they will be credited as long as one reason is from a religion other
than Christianity.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this candidate was awarded 3 marks for a personal opinion with one
simple and one developed reason.
The simple reason was - if you don’t forgive people then why should God forgive
you? The second reason was the example of Jesus, which was developed by “Father
forgive them for they know not what they do”. Part (c) was awarded level 3, 6 marks.
The candidate gave three reasons. Which were: (1) The Golden Rule. (2) Do the
most loving thing. (3) You will be judged on Judgement Day.
In (d)(i) the response was awarded 2 marks for a personal opinion with two simple
reasons.
The reasons were credited as follows:
(1) Muhammad allowed war. This was taken as a valid religious view from a religion
other than Christianity. (2) Just wars are a good thing.
In part (ii) 2 marks were achieved for two simple reasons. These were:
(1) Conflict resolution is better than war. (2) Using weapons of mass destruction
would be unfair.
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Question 7 (a)
Question 7(a) asked for a definition of judgement.
Many candidates used the glossary definition to achieve full marks, of those who did not the
most common wrong answer gave a definition of prejudice.

Examiner Comments

This is a definition of prejudice and therefore scores 0 marks as
this is a definition of another keyword.

Examiner Comments

This was awarded 2 marks for God’s decision on the quality of a
life.
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Question 7 (b) (c) (d)
Question 7(c) asked the candidates to "Explain why justice is important for Christians".
This was probably the least well answered question on the paper with many candidates
answering on why the justice system is important or, on punishment and forgiveness, rather
than the reasons why justice is important to Christians.
Few candidates offered a sophisticated account of why justice is important to Christians.
This response typifies the descriptive responses which were common.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this response was awarded 4 marks for a personal opinion with two developed
reasons.
These were:
(1) It is wrong to kill, which was developed by you could turn out to be mistaken. (2) You are
just as bad as them, which was developed by it makes society look bad.
This response to part (c) was awarded level 1, 2 marks for a general description of why
everybody needs justice. This was not specific to Christianity and therefore could only be
credited as a description. Part (d)(i) was awarded 2 marks for a personal opinion with two
simple reasons.
The reasons were credited as follows:
(1) They need to learn right from wrong. (2) It would keep happening.
In part (ii) 0 marks were awarded as there was no valid alternative view. There is nothing
in (ii) to uphold the view that criminals should not be made to pay for their crimes. The
candidate mentions twice that mistakes could be made, but in that scenario it wouldn’t be
the criminal who was paying.
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Strong candidates often gave examples of Christians working for justice in the world. e.g.
Jubilee 2000. Some candidates, like this one, gave simple reasons why Christians should be
just and were credited accordingly.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this candidate gave a personal opinion with one simple and one developed
reason and was credited with 3 marks. The simple reason was - it is murder. The
developed reason was -not as effective as life in prison which was developed by this
gives people a chance to change.
In the response to (c) three reasons were given which achieved level 3, 6 marks. The
three reasons were:
(1) God is a God of justice. (2) Churches teach justice. (3) The Bible talks about it.
This answer to (d)(i) was awarded 3 marks for a personal opinion with one developed
and one simple reason.
It was credited as follows:
(1) If they pay they will understand the crime they have committed, this was
developed by the punishment will deter them. (2) Those affected can benefit.
In (ii) this response gave three simple reasons for 3 marks.
These were credited as follows:
(1) “Turn the other cheek” (2) Forgive people their sins (3) Jesus died for the
forgiveness of all.
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Question 8 (a)
Question 8(a) asked “What is retribution?” Many candidates defined retribution accurately,
those who didn't equated it with revenge and scored one mark. A number of candidates
confused it with reform or rehabilitation.

Examiner Comments

This is a response on the mark scheme scoring 2 marks.

Examiner Comments

This achieved 1 mark for a partially correct response giving a
definition of revenge.
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Question 8 (b) (c) (d)
Question 8(b) asked "Do you think laws help society”? There was an overwhelmingly
positive response to this question with many candidates suggesting that it made society
safer and fairer and illustrating this with relevant examples.
Part (c) asked candidates to explain how alcohol can lead to social problems. Many
candidates answered the question with enthusiasm and many scored highly. Those who
didn't tended to focus their response on religious attitudes to alcohol rather than the
problems it causes in society.
While part (d) asked candidates to respond to the quote "Capital punishment is a sin", Some
candidates ignored the sin aspect of the question and wrote as though the question was “Do
you think capital punishment is a bad thing?”
There was evidence of increasing use of developed reasons in part (c) responses as
exemplified by this candidate.
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Examiner Comments

Part (b) scored 4 marks for a personal opinion and two developed reasons.
The reasons credited were:
(1) They will know the limits of their behaviour; this was developed by the example
concerning alcohol and drugs. (2) There is a punishment for breaking the rules, which
was developed by the deterrent effect.
In part (c) this response was awarded level 4 – 8 marks. The candidate gave two
developed ways which were credited as follows:
(1) Increased crime alcohol makes people do things they wouldn’t normally do. This is
developed by the story of the man who commits more sins when drunk. The question
does not ask for any religious views but this can be credited here as an example of how
alcohol makes you more likely to do bad things. (2) May become addicted; this was
developed by requiring treatment.
This part (d)(i) response gave a personal opinion and two simple reasons for 2 marks.
The reasons given were - it is legal for some crimes in Islam and if you go to prison for
life you die slowly over many years anyway.
For (ii) 3 marks were awarded as the candidate gave one developed and one simple
reason as follows:
(1) It is murder; this was developed by banned by the Decalogue. (2) God forgives sins
and we should too.
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In (d)(i) an example of a crime for which the death penalty is recommended in Islam would
have been enough to get this candidate full marks on this question.
Some candidates, though many fewer than last year, gave an alternative view in (b)
questions. This response is included as an example of this.
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Examiner Comments

In part (b) this answer achieved 2 marks for a personal opinion and one developed
reason. The reason was they protect society, which was developed by the example of
murderers going to jail. The candidate then gives a reason to disagree. Since it says
“Some people disagree…” it is clearly no longer their own opinion and cannot be credited.
Part (c) was awarded level 4, 8 marks for one way and one fully developed way.
The response was credited as follows:
(1) People drinking under-age. (2) It leads to breaking the law; this was developed by
increasing the crime rate and fully developed by its impact on society, it leads to an
unsafe, scared community.
In response to (d)(i) the candidate gave a personal opinion and two simple reasons for
2 marks. The two simple reasons were - Muslims believe in capital punishment and it is
legal in some countries.
In (d)(ii) 3 marks were awarded for three simple reasons.
The three reasons were:
(1) It is a sin to kill. (2) They should reform criminals. (3) Some methods are inhumane.
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Paper Summary
Based on the observations from this paper candidates should:
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•

read the question carefully and answer the question as it is asked

•

ensure quotes are accurate rather than general eg “Love thy neighbour” is not one
of the Ten Commandments, although many candidates suggested that it is. In (d)
questions make the religious reason specific to a religion rather than vaguely about
“religious people”

•

be very clear on the specific teachings of their other religion. For example this year a
number of candidates described Muslim beliefs on the body as a temple which is a very
Christian view. In Islam the belief is rather that the body belongs to Allah

•

practice time management for the one and a half hour examination

•

remember that spelling, punctuation and grammar will be assessed in section 1 of the
paper in future series and candidates need to be aware of the new requirements.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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